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Accurate CFD Predictions Essential for Aerospace Design
DNS and LES not Practical for Routine Analysis
RANS Works Well for Most Attached Flows
Chow-Zillac Wingtip Vortex Flowfield a Challenge (Grand?)
Lag Paradigm
Retain existing RANS “Wisdom” for attached flows
Include Turbulence History Directly in Formulation
νT and Rij Lag Models Investigated

















Lag Framework Utilizes Existing Equilibrium Models
Explicitly Adds Equations to Model Non-Equilibrium Behavior
dϕ
ds








νT -Lag Variable ϕ is Eddy Viscosity νT
LagRST: Lagged Variable ϕ is Reynolds Stress Rij = u′iu
′
j






























Wing in Test Section




Churchfield et. al. (2013)
LagRST with Custom Grid System
Wing:Attached Flow X
Wake:Free Shear Layer X!
Solver: Overflow[modified] 2.2e/2.2h/2.2k



























































Experiment: Chow-Zilliac Wingtip Vortex
The Wing





c (Low Aspect Ratio)
Trailing Edge Thickness 0.00252c (Modelled as Sharp)
The Tunnel
Ames FML Test Cell 2 (2.5c× 1c× 2
3
c Test Section)
Rec = 4.6× 106
Tt = 22.2C[72F ]
M∞ = 0.15 (u∞=51m/s(170ft/sec)
The Measurements: 12 Axial × 29 Spanwise (348 Profiles!)
1 x/c Stations Upstream of Wing
6 x/c Stations Ahead of Trailing Edge Over Wing















Wake Region(Free Shear Layer)















0.005c ≤ x ≤ .65c
Near Wake to Far Wake
Blunt TE Not Modelled (Sharp TE)
Wind Tunnel Model from FAITH grids
(AIAA 2013-2720)
Wake Comparison Points
















Inboard Span (z = .243c) Wake Velocity Profiles
Axial Vertical Spanwise









































































































Outboard Span (z = .528c) Wake Velocity Profiles
Axial Vertical Spanwise









































































































Wake Region(Free Shear Layer) Conclusions
Axial Velocity Should Be Akin to Self-Similar Wake (Far Wake)
Models Match Each Other and Experiment (Small Differences)
“Far Wake” Self-Similar Analysis Predicts Differences
Velocity Deficit Decay Close to x−
1
2
Spread Rate Growth not x
1
2
Spanwise Velocity Akin to Time Developing Mixing Layer
Convected Downstream
















Wing Region(Wall Bounded Flow)















−0.591c ≤ x ≤ −.01c
Blunt TE Not Modelled (Sharp TE)











































































































































































































Wing Region(Wall Bounded Flow) Conclusions
Models Match Each Other and Experiment (Small Differences)
Largest Discrepancies: Vertical Velocity
Wall Bounded, Attached Flow































−0.591c ≤ x ≤ +.678c
Models Predictions Vary
Upstream Portion is Over Top of
Wing








































































































































































































































































































LagRST Models Give Good Predictions
Rotation Corrected Models Also Good
Approximate Rotation Correction - Overly Dissipative


















Adaptive Mesh Refinement Worked Well
Obtained 4x Finer Grid results at 2x Finer Grid Cost
New AMR Grid Growth Method Simplified Process
Results Agree with Churchfield Predictions
AMR Produced Results Consistent with Hand-Tailored Grids
’926’ LagRST Model Results in addition to Boussinesq LagRST
Free Shear Layer Prediction Success a Surprise
Wing Flowfield Predictions Consisten Between Models and
Experiment
Vortical Flowfield Progression Well Modelled by LagRST and
’RC’ νT models
Future Plans
Add Blunt TE to grid system
Quantify Numerical Uncertainty
